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To create a graphic novel it takes more than just an idea, it takes the work of the author,
illustrator, colorist, and a letterer
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Key Concepts of this Study Guide:
●
●
●
●
●
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Vocabulary Lessons
● Word Search - Have students create a word search using graph paper. Then share them
around the classroom.
● Story - Create a story with 15 words. Be sure to include a beginning, a middle, and an
end.
● Crossword Puzzle - Have students create a crossword puzzle using graph paper. Then
share around the classroom.
● Matching - Place the words on one side and definitions or sentences with the word
missing on the other. Have students draw lines to connect the answers.
● Post-It Bingo - Give students a stack of Post-It notes on which to write a vocabulary
word. Then call out the definitions and have students mark with pennies or other types of
markers.
● ABC Book - Create an ABC book with vocabulary words. Have high tea in class and pass
the books around so the entire class can read each one.
● Illustrated Book - Create an illustrated book using the vocabulary words. Spend an
afternoon swapping books.
● Grammar Squares - Create a laminated board with four squares, each square has a part
of speech (noun, verb, adverb, and adjective), write the vocabulary words on small strips
of paper and fold. Students pull a vocabulary word from a hat or container and place the
word in the appropriate square; they must then use the word in a sentence.
● Quizlet - Quizlet is an app that lets students study words and play games to reinforce their
learning.
● 20 Clues - Students give clues about the vocabulary word until the word is guessed.
● Vocabulary Advertisements - Each student is assigned a word and they must create a
poster. The poster must show what the word means, how to pronounce it, and must be
signed by the artist. Show the positive side of the word. Display all signs around the room.
● Find the Word - Each student has a different word taped to their back. Students must ask
other students questions to determine what word is taped to their back.
● Hangman - Play hangman with the vocabulary words.
● Riddle Me This - Have students select five words and create a riddle for each of the
words. Students will read the riddles in class and see if their classmates get the answers.
words.
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Pre-reading Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Review the elements of the cover, copyright page, and back cover.
Have you heard of the author?
Predict what the graphic novel will be about based on the cover.
What does the word “bloodlines” mean?
What does the word “family” mean to you?
Explain what the picture on the cover tells you about the story?
What feeling do you get from the cover?
Is this story fiction or nonfiction? Why?
What does justice look like and feel like?
What is your idea of a hero?
What does a hero look like?
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Surveillance
Our story starts with Elijah, Sydney, and crew keeping watch over a private auction event. He
and the crew are listening in, while Sydney is at the event giving first hand accounts of what is
happening. This surveillance is being done in the hopes of recovering some important papers
someone has stolen.
Elijah and crew are not working with the police during this surveillance, but are instead acting
alone. Is this a good thing or not? Should they have gone to the police? What would the police
have said? Would the police have initiated their own surveillance or even assisted Elijah?
There is a lot of controversy about surveillance -- especially in the last few years -- in the United
States. In 2013, Edward Snowden leaked documents about government surveillance programs.
Many people were outraged when the information came out, while others weren’t surprised as
they had assumed the government had been spying all along.
Some countries have extensive surveillance throughout their main city areas. Traffic cameras
are becoming quite normal for many countries. However, some take it even further. The United
Kingdom is reported to have more than 6 million video cameras in use throughout cities. Police
use the cameras to assist in catching criminals because eyewitness accounts cannot always be
trusted. There are times where several eyewitnesses will recall very different events.
Schools are even getting into the surveillance game as well. Schools in Thailand have cameras
in the classrooms and hallways. Administrators can go back and look at what happened in the
classrooms. This cuts down on items being stolen and inappropriate behavior.
Surveillance comes in many different forms from cameras, access to cell phone records, medical
records, and even cameras with sophisticated facial recognition. When is surveillance good and
when is it bad? When is it too much?
Activity: Surveillance Tomorrow
Write a story centered around government surveillance. In your story, decide how much control
the government has and how the surveillance is conducted. Pick a side (in favor or in opposition
of surveillance) and have your main character defend that position. Keep in mind the writing
process by prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing your story. Remember a story has a
beginning, a middle, and an ending.
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Currency
The auctioneer starts by explaining what currencies are accepted. “If you are paying in Bitcoin,
please only use our approved pirate sites. If you are paying in diamonds, have your certified
appraisal ready for inspection. And if you’re paying in cash, I hope you brought many, many
suitcases.”
To date, there are 180 recognized currencies in the world. Currencies in different places have
different names while some use common names. Several countries call their paper money
dollars. For example, the United States, Canada, Australia all use dollar as the name for their
currency (USD, AUD, CAD) to name a just a few. Other countries vary in the names used.
Thailand has the baht (BHT), Sweden uses a krona (SEK), where Norway uses a krone (NOK)
and Japan uses the yen (JPY). Currently the U.S. dollar is the most widely used currency in the
world.
Currencies allow us to purchase items and services. Money gives us an understanding of the
value of an item. When we buy a loaf of bread or a box of cereal, we know what cost to expect.
A loaf of bread is just under $2.50 in the U.S. but in Thailand that same loaf of bread only costs
฿37 baht, which converts to just over $1. Both prices are affordable and people don’t typically
think twice when they need to buy bread.
The materials used to make currencies differ between countries. Currency can be made of paper,
indestructible plastic/polymer, and even metal. Some have images of kings, queens, presidents,
political leaders, poets, artists, animals, monuments, and even prominent buildings featured.
Some are more colorful than others.
Take a good look at the money in your pocket right now. I’m sure you have a $1 bill. Really, look
at it:
● You can see our first U.S. President George Washington is on the front in the center.
● Bay laurel leaves are at the bottom of the oval.
● On the left is the Federal Reserve District Seal along with information from the Federal
Reserve Bank (there are 12 different banks throughout the country) to indicate which bank
issued the note. If you see a capital B in this section, it means the bill was printed (minted,
actually) in Boston.
● The open spaces on the bill contain the official number of the bank and the Treasury
Department Seal.
○ The Treasury Department Seal is designed to embody justice, the original 13
colonies, along with authority and trust. The signature of the Secretary of the
Treasury is displayed as well. Olive branches presenting peace wind their way
around the ones. Money is a representation of its country.
Activity: Create Your Own Currency
Think about your school. What key things are important?
List the important people, building/monuments, animals, and anything else you think is especially
key to your school. Also, what other elements will you have on your currency?
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Important People

Buildings/Monuments

Animals

Other

Now highlight at least six items from the list that you feel would be good to represent your school.
Draw one of the each highlighted items in the boxes below. Add in the denomination of the
money and the other items. Be detailed in your drawings. Then on a separate sheet of paper
explain what each item means.

(front)

(back)
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(front)

(back)

(front)

(back)
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Reasonable Doubt
Early in the story, Elijah is in court hoping to convince a jury that the defendant is guilty
of a shootout at the Hope Temple. Because Elijah is the prosecutor, he has the burden
of proof, meaning he must prove to the jury that the defendant is guilty. Gutierrez has the
responsibility of casting doubt on that proof. Elijah, in this particular case, makes it quite easy for
Gutierrez with his talk of magic, glowing crystals, time-travel, and flaming swords. How do you
prove esoteric ideas?
The jury must have an unanimous verdict, meaning all jurors must agree to a guilty or not guilty
decision. The prosecution’s case must have no other suspects, a tight timeline, strong evidence
and credible testimony. The burden of proof is solely on the prosecution. The jury must analyze
each element of the facts presented to determine if they are believable.
Juries receive the following instruction: “Reasonable doubt is an honest doubt of the defendant’s
guilt for which a reason exists upon the nature and quality of the evidence. It is an actual
doubt, not an imaginary doubt. It is a doubt that a reasonable person, acting in a matter of this
importance would be likely to entertain because of the evidence that was presented or because
of the lack of convincing evidence.”
Not guilty doesn’t always mean innocence or that nothing happened. It simply means that a
reasonable doubt was formed during the testimony, either by a lack of evidence or doubts about
the evidence itself.
Activity: Find the Holes in the Case
In the summer of 1994, Nicole Brown Simpson and a friend were murdered in Nicole’s home.
Much evidence was produced by the prosecution. Watch the following clip from the defense
for OJ Simpson from 1995: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH-VuP_5cA4). The defense
attorney is giving his closing arguments. Write down the points that might provide reasonable
doubt to a jury.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

6. _________________
7. _________________
8. _________________
9. _________________
10. _________________

Next time you see a courtroom drama or watch clips on TV be aware of reasonable doubt.
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Both Your Actions & Words Are Yelling
After Elijah meets with his boss and is told he will not be getting a case he really wants, he is
not in the best of moods. When he encounters Gutierrez in a local pub, Gutierrez torments Elijah
because of how Elijah previously treated him years ago. To retaliate, Gutierrez gives Elijah a
napkin with the words “Certified Loser” written on it (which Elijah had given Gutierrez in college)
a reference to something that happened years ago but has had a lasting effect on Gutierrez. He
hasn’t forgotten about it and likely never will.
What you say and do have an impact on those around you. How we treat others defines who we
are as people. If you are mean and cruel to others, you will be thought of as mean and cruel. If
you are kind and helpful, people will seek your company and friendship.
Many people like to talk big or say they are going to do something when in reality they have no
intention of following through. Telling your parents you are going to clean your room week after
week but never actually doing it makes a huge impression. The lack of action by not following
through on the words actually says more than the words themselves. Promises mean nothing
without action or proof.
Activity: Actions & Words Are Yelling
Create a poster (Canva.com) for one if the following: actions speaking louder than words; your
words can have a long-term effect on others; or being kind to others is always the best approach.
The poster should contain an image, a slogan, and be visually pleasing.
To create a slogan, brainstorm feelings and actions for one of the three possibilities (highlight the
one you choose: actions speaking louder than words; your words can have a long-term effect on
others; or being kind to others is always the best approach).
Feelings

Actions

Write down at least three slogans which incorporate the feelings and actions. Select the best one
for the poster.
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Who Are You?
Sydney and Cornerstone discuss Sydney’s situation. At the Hope Temple, Sydney’s powers
presented themselves and she was not able to control them. With the new powers, she isn’t
comfortable with who she is because she doesn’t know how to control them or even when they
will appear. She knows what tot expect as a detective but not as a sanctuant.
Everyone has strengths and weaknesses. Every person is unique. Embracing your uniqueness
can sometimes feel like you are going upstream. Look around you. Take note of who is wearing
tennis shoes, who is wearing a striped shirt, who has brown hair, who likes to play sports, who
enjoys reading books, who likes everything organized, etc… People are not the same. Even
between you and your very best friend there are differences; and that is perfectly ok.
We wouldn’t all want to be the same. That would be quite boring. If everyone’s favorite meal was
pepperoni pizza and loved to play soccer, the world would be so very dull. Think about it, your
best friend might like soccer while you like basketball and that’s ok. It’s precisely because some
people like artichokes and black olives on their pizza but don’t like sports at all that makes for an
interesting world.
Diversity is being composed of differing elements or qualities or ideas. We should be celebrating
diversity every day!
Some people look at their differences as weakness. Understanding that what is seen as a
weakness isn’t always one. Read The Cracked Pot to understand this concept better.
		
		
Activity: Understanding Who You Are
Draw a circle. In the middle of the circle write your name. Now draw lines out from the circle
where you can write out your likes (music, food, sports, books, etc…). List as many items as you
can. Then use a different color pen/pencil to list the things you dislike on new lines.
Fold a piece of 8 ½ x 11 paper in half lengthwise. Write your name on the front in block letters.
Around your name, draw your list of likes and dislikes (show your dislikes with a circle and a
slash), coloring each item. Keep going with your drawing, making sure to color each item as well
as your name. Add in doodles around the blank spots. When you are done, the entire front of the
paper should be covered in your name and drawings.
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Doing My Part
Elijah greets Sydney when she comes home after working out. After a hug and a kiss, Elijah
starts telling Sydney how frustrated he is that he can’t prove the bad guys are guilty without
revealing who he really is. Now that Elijah knows who he is and what he is capable of, he just
wants to do his part to make the world a better place.
Elijah wants to be able to put the bad guys behind bars but there are other ways to make the
world a better place, like tutoring other students, creating a recycling project for your school, or
volunteering.
Volunteering means to freely do something without receiving compensation. If you volunteer to
clean your room without your mom or dad asking you and without getting something in return,
you volunteered to do it. But volunteering is bigger than just cleaning your room. It can be helping
to feed the homeless at a homeless shelter, cleaning up the local park in your neighborhood, or
sending a care package to deployed military personnel.
There are many volunteer organizations that improve the quality of life for others. A great place
to begin is to look at Do Something. There are programs like the one in Massachusetts that
helps special needs kids or adults through the organization The Friendship Circle. Donating is
just as helpful as volunteering. Meals on Wheels is always in need of nonperishable items. Visit
a retirement home and spend time with the elderly who do not have family. There are so many
ways to make a difference, and if you can’t find one that fits your interests create one on your
own.
We all can’t be superheroes like Elijah but we can make an impact on the world we live in. What
will you do today?
Activity: Doing My Part
Think about how you can do your part for the world. Think about the questions below or simply go
to Do Something and find something you are interested in.  
● What are you passionate about?
● What do students need?
● What things need to be done around the school?
● What things need to be done in your community?
● What things need to be done in your city?
Volunteer at least twice. Create a video explaining your experience. Think of the video as an
advertisement for volunteering.

*Always have your parents permission before volunteering.
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Coming Out Party
Elijah receives an invitation to an event at The Royal Embassy for the Al’La-Makan, where the
Prime Minister and his daughter will make their first ever public appearance. Sydney refers to this
event as a “coming out party”. What is a coming out party?
Cotillion ball, debutante ball, quinceanera, and sweet 16 parties are all parties for young women
who are coming of age. These parties celebrate a young girl’s journey from childhood into
adulthood.
Cotillion and debutante balls are parties designed for a girl or young woman of an upper-class
family who has reached maturity and, as a new adult, comes out or “debuts”.
Quinceanera is the Hispanic traditional coming of age party.
These parties have food, music, and dancing. Some have one girl debuting on their own, while
others have a group of girls celebrating together.
These “coming of age” parties are not just for girls though. The Jewish community celebrates
their boys maturing with Bar Mitzvahs, while girls have a Bat Mitzvah. However, this is not all fun
and games as the young person must prepare with reciting various parts of the Torah (the first
five books of the Tanakh or central reference of Judaism).
What is the custom in your area or family?
Activity: What Are the Traditions?
Research one of the following coming of age traditions: Bullet Ant Initiation of the Sateré-Mawé
tribe in Brazil, Rumspringa of the Amish, Inuit boys on North Baffin Island, Malaysia’s Khatam Al
Koran, Vanuatu Island’s land divers, or Maasai of Kenya and Tanzania warrior class. Write a 500
word paper describing the traditions, where the tradition originated from, what the participants are
required to do, and your thoughts on the practice. Be sure to cite your sources.
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Serpents & Scorpions
Gideon bursts into a home in Rochester, New York asking questions and saying to
the couple he is holding hostage, “I gave you the power to tread upon serpents and
scorpions and the full force of the enemy…” The meaning behind this statement is
nothing will hurt you. But what about the snakes and the scorpions?
Many people around the world are afraid of both scorpions and snakes. Why is this?
Most scorpions are between 2.5 in. (6 cm) and roughly 8.3 in. (21 cm). Serpents can
get a little bigger with a range of 4 in. (10 cm) all the way to 30 feet long (almost 10
meters long) with an average length of 25 in. (63 cm). Neither scorpions nor snakes
are typically looking for a confrontation, but both will strike out in defense.
Scorpions mostly rely on touch and smell since they do not see very well. They can be
found in the desert, grasslands, rainforests, and caves around the world. Scorpions
eat crickets, spiders, and small mice.
Many people think that snakes are slimy but they are typically anything but! They
are smooth and dry. Snakes use smell to track their prey. They eat rats, mice, and
cockroaches.
Activity: Scorpions, Snakes, and Other Creepy Crawlies, Oh, My!
Knowing what creepy crawlies live in and around your area is important. Pick one
creepy crawly from your area, draw the creature, the anatomy, and describe the area
where it lives, and what it eats. Create a story centered around this creepy crawly.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Rules Around the World
As Elijah and Sydney arrive at the Al’La-Makan event for the Prime Minister and his daughter, a
reporter mentions how very few people know anything at all about the country since the people
of the country rarely travel and how it has been illegal for anyone to take photos of any member
of the royal family. Countries, states, and cities have different laws with the intention of protecting
their citizens.
The lèse-majesté laws in Thailand have been around since the early 1900s and make it a
criminal offense to defame, insult, or threaten the king, queen, heir-apparent, or regent. Basically,
you cannot say negative things about the royal family. Other countries have similar rules about
speaking out against the ruling party.
Laws are created for a variety of reasons. Often a specific event prompted the law to come into
existence. For instance, in Mobile, Alabama women may not wear pumps with sharp, high heels.
This law was created due to a woman whose sharp high heeled shoes got stuck in a sidewalk
grate and injured herself. In Singapore, gum is not allowed to be imported. This became a law
because chewed or spent gum was found all over the country, and not just on the streets where it
would stick to the bottom of your shoe, but in mailboxes, keyholes, and even elevator buttons.
Sometimes it is difficult to determine exactly why a law was created as they seem a little
ridiculous, but keep in mind there was always some reason that prompted the law to be created.
Sometimes a law is created and then forgotten. There are still laws that were created many
years ago and are not relevant today but are still in the law books, though they are rarely (if ever)
enforced.
Activity: Know Your Rights
Understanding your rights is important. Research
educational laws from either the federal
government (https://www2.ed.gov/policy/landing.
jhtml?src=ln) or in your own state or area.
Pick one and write a 500 word report. Include
information about when it was signed into law,
has it been effective, and your own opinion of the
law. Interview a teacher about the law. Cite your
sources.
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Culture
Elijah and Sydney attend an event at The Royal Embassy for the Al’La-Makan, where the Prime
Minister and his daughter will make their first ever public appearance. During the event, Sydney
is impressed with the music, the people, and the style of dress of the dancers.
What defines the culture of a people? The ideas, customs, and social behaviors of a people is the
definition of culture. Music, films, dance, art, festivals, and food are elements of culture. The U.S.
is made up of a great many different cultures and therefore some American culture derives from
others.
Some cultures speak really fast, while others speak incredibly slow. Lisps are common in some
cultures, while others work to get rid of any evidence of one. The accent one has can show
people where you are from. People from the South in the U.S. draw out vowel sounds in their
words, while those in the Northeast of the U.S. have a tendency to drop the “r”s from common
words.
Personal space is an issue in some cultures and much less so than in others. In Brazil for
example, it is not uncommon to find strangers on public transportation touching. However, in the
U.S. this would not be the case. U.S. citizens tend to keep distance between those we do not
know. Even when we are familiar with someone, there is still a general distance that is kept when
speaking to someone.
Public displays of affection (PDA) are also cultural. In India, it is completely unacceptable to hold
hands or kiss in public. What is it like where you live?
What do you think is uniquely American? What defines the U.S. culture? Why?
Activity: Other Cultures
Answer the following questions:
● Where are you from?
● How many generations has your family lived there?
● What are the traditional clothes worn?
● What important holidays do you celebrate?
● Is there a special dance?
● Are their any special speech patterns? What are they?
● What foods are specific to your culture?
● What is the music of the culture?
● Is holding hands or kissing in public acceptable? If not, what happens?
Now seek out someone who is not from your area and ask the same questions.
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Crush Him
Sydney and Elijah run into Gutierrez while at the Al’La-Makan event. Gutierrez starts by insulting
Elijah. When Gutierrez walks away, Sydney is very obviously upset about what Gutierrez has
said. As he walks away, Sydney tells Elijah “Please crush him tomorrow.” What does this mean?
Why would she say this? Does she really mean she wants Gutierrez crushed?
When the words in a phrase mean something completely different from the individual words, we
call that an idiom. An idiom is a type of figurative language. Figurative language helps a reader
understand what the author is trying to say. When an author wants to show his/her readers that
someone is sad they say they are “blue”. An author might use the term “on your high horse” to
refer to a character who is being arrogant. Or if something is so funny a character might “crack
up”.
Activity: Idioms Abound
Explain what each idiom means and then draw a picture to go with each one.
The cat’s out of the bag.

It’s raining cats and dogs.
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That homework assignment was a piece of cake.

I got cold feet before the talent show.

Put some elbow grease into opening that jar.

Write and draw one of your own now.
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Bodies of Water
The Prime Minister and his daughter, Princess Yola Kesh, have come to New York City for the
reception of the Al’La-Makan at The Royal Embassy. To do so, they had to cross the Atlantic
Ocean. Depending on how they crossed, it could have been a long flight or a multiple day journey
on a boat.
There seems to be a romanticism when it comes to bodies of water. People love spending time
on a boat, on the beach, or taking pictures of the sunset over the water. Bodies of water come in
different shapes, sizes, and composition (salt vs. fresh water).
		
Oceans cover the mass majority of the the Earth at 71% coverage. There are five different
oceans (Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, Arctic, and the Southern). Oceans are the largest bodies of
water. All oceans are made up of saline (salt) water.
Gulfs and bays are openings from larger bodies of water. They provide harbors for ships and
boats to dock.
Lakes are bodies of water (either salt or fresh) completely surrounded by land. Often the water
from a lake will end up in the ocean but not always. Not all lakes are naturally constructed, some
are man-made.
Rivers take water from a source (often snow melt) or sources to another body of water, typically
an ocean. Rivers have been used for transportation for many, many years.
Which type of body of water do you like? Have you seen the ocean, a river, or a lake?
Activity: How Big Is That Body of Water?
Create a presentation in Canva explaining the different types of bodies of water and what
distinguishes each from the other. Make sure to give examples of each, like the Atlantic would
be an ocean. Give statistics for each. Be detailed about the information. Tell how deep and long
each example is.
Additionally, find a blank map of your state, print it, label, and color all of the bodies of water.
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Censorship
While at the Al’La-Makan event, one of the Guardians of Faith stormed the Embassy and took
control of the event. The Guardians felt the Prime Minister hadn’t taken care of his people and,
in fact, they felt he was a traitor, had tortured his people, and did not have the best interest of the
country at heart.
					
The Guardian asks, “If you weren’t afraid of the truth, why do you censor the internet in our
country?”
The Prime Minister responds with, “Because we are only safe--all of us--if we keep our secrets.
Please! Think about what you’re doing! Anything you reveal you can never take back.”
				
Censorship comes in various forms: banned books, music, media, the internet, speech, and
more. Different countries handle censorship differently. Some, like China, block Facebook. North
Korea is one of the most restrictive in terms of repressing what the press says. But censorship
does not necessarily always come from the government. Schools censor what books are in the
school library or read in class.
Books have a long history of being banned. Books can be banned for foul language, sex,
religious viewpoints, violence, graphic images, and more. Who should have the say on what
people write, read, or browse? 			
		
Prime Minister Amun Kesh has the final say for his people. He ultimately wants to keep his
people safe from the outside world. Those that censor typically have the same goal: to keep
people safe but it can be taken too far.
		
			
Activity: Censorship
Review the current banned book list (http://www.ala.org/bbooks/frequentlychallengedbooks/
classics)
Pick one and research why it has been banned. Explain your thoughts on banning this book?
Create a poster (https://www.canva.com/) to promote either a pro or con approach to banning
books.
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United Nations
When the Guardians of Faith took over the Al’La-Makan event, a Guardian threatens to share
information with the United Nations. The Prime Minister says he doesn’t want that to happen. He
even says he would see the Guardian dead before he allows it.
The United Nations (UN) is an intergovernmental organization that works to create and maintain
order internationally. It was created in October of 1945 after World War II to assist establishing
peaceful relationships between all nations and to ensure the issues of WWII didn’t happen again.
Originally, only 51 countries were part of the UN. Today, all 193 countries are members of the UN,
working together to determine political negotiations.
The UN works to bring all nations together to ensure world peace, human rights, and sustainable
development. The UN uses a Charter that acts as the constitutional document to outline the
structure and power or the organization.
The UN has many different initiatives but their biggest push is to eliminate poverty. By 2015, the
first of the UN’s initiatives was to reduce the number of people living on less than $1.25 USD
a day. In 2000, the UN set up 8 Millennium Development Goals to help reduce and eliminate
poverty:
1) Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty
2) Ensure primary education for everyone
3) Promote gender equality and empower women
4) Reduce child mortality
5) Improve maternal health
6) Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases
7) Ensure environmental stability
8) Develop a global partnership for development.
● People living on less than $1.25 a day has decreased - 400 million from 1990 to 2005.
● Overall, enrollment in education reached 89% in 2009, up from 82% in 1999.
● Deaths of children under 5 have declined - 12 million in 1990 to 8 million in 2009.
Because of the UN, more than 500 treaties have been enacted throughout the world addressing
international crimes, agriculture, refugees, poverty, oceans, and much more.
Activity: $1.25 A Day
Could you live on $1.25 a day? For a week, write down everything you spend money on. Now
cross out the things you do not absolutely need to live. Many of the things we want are not the
things we need. Write a 500 word report describing your thoughts and feelings on living with less.
Explain what you could do without, what you would keep, and how you made each decision.
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Bloodlines
Understanding our families is key to learning who we are as people, our history, and where
we come from. We may not have magical powers like Elijah but understanding our heritage is
important. In America, people ask others all the time where their ancestors came from and their
answers vary: Italy, Spain, England, Germany, Mexico, and more.
Tracking our family history is called genealogy. It is history on a personal level. Our ancestors
have tales to tell.
Activity: Tracing Your Bloodlines and Fascinating Tales
Trace your family history back at least three generations. Ask your parents who their parents and
siblings were. Then ask your grandparents who their parents and siblings were, and so on. Try to
go back as far as possible. Use the chart below to document. This may get a tad difficult as you
go further back as many may have passed away. Go back as far as you can since it can be quite
fascinating.

Once your family tree is complete, ask one of your oldest relatives to tell a story about their
childhood. If possible record video as they tell their story. If not, take good notes and later write
down their story.
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